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By Gerald Hawkins, Jean-Claude Janssens, Hubert Leroy and Serge Noirsain

O

n September 23, 2004 at 11 a.m., this large port of France became the first official
European site of the American Civil War. The CHAB took part in this unique event.
As members of the Association CSS Alabama, the above-mentioned writers had been personally
invited to this great ceremony by Mrs. Ulane Bonnel, the president of that association, by
Bernard Cauvin, president of the Urban Community of Cherbourg and of the Cité de la Mer
(“City of the Sea” exhibition hall), and by Bernard Cazeneuve, mayor of Cherbourg. As shown
in the newspaper clippings and photographs reproduced hereafter, a quintet of VIPs officially
revealed the commemorative plaque in the grand hall of the Cité de la Mer, just in front of the
restored Blakely gun of the CSS Alabama. One can distinguish Bernard Cazeneuve, Bernard
Cauvin, Ulane Bonnel, Oliver Semmes, the descendant of the commander of the CSS Alabama,
and Mrs. Linda Miller who represented the Civil War Preservation Trust (association that is
dedicated to classifying the sites of the American Civil War). We already had the opportunity to
make her acquaintance at the Naval Circle of Cherbourg where we stayed overnight. We gave
her a copy of our book “the European Fleet of the Confederacy” and exchanged mail addresses
for future correspondence. On one of the press photographs can be seen some members of the
CHAB delegation, namely Jean-Claude Janssens next to Oliver Semmes and Serge Noirsain,
just behind Mrs. Bonnel. Busy capturing the speakers and other personalities on their cameras,
Gerald Hawkins and Hubert Leroy were flashing on all sides while, at the same time, trying to
answer the questions from French and American journalists, as well as addressing an impatient
reporter working for the French television channel “France 3”.
Before unveiling the commemorative plaque, Mrs. Linda Miller took the stand and officially
declared the town of Cherbourg a European site recognized by the Civil War Preservation
Trust. Next, Mrs. Ulane Bonnel, M. Cauvin and M. Cazeneuve in turn addressed the assembly.
They recalled the history of the excavations of the Alabama, praising the courage and the
determination of those who actually worked in dangerous conditions at the bottom of the sea,
and thanked the French and American authorities that permitted the classification of Cherbourg
as a Civil War site. During his speech, Bernard Cauvin, president of the Urban Community of
Cherbourg, had the extreme courtesy to mention our participation to the day’s event. Good
fortune wanted that this particular reference was included in the short speech that he delivered
in front of the television camera of “France 3” channel. We are indebted to Mrs. Ulane Bonnel
who persistently pointed out the quality and rigor of our historical research. Since such praise
came from the lips of a most distinguished historian, it brought about the curiosity of many
VIPs of the assembly. Serge Noirsain took the opportunity to offer them a signed copy of his
book during the cocktail that followed the ceremony. In the meantime, Gerald and Jean-Claude
were not mere bystanders. Bernard Cazeneuve as well as French and American journalists
questioned them about the CHAB’s implication in the “Alabama Affair”. Our association was
indeed the only European Civil War Round Table, and also French speaking, to be present at
this great event. These new contacts are of course likely to open new horizons for us at a later
stage. A journalist of the Boston Herald even took Gerald aside, insisting that he and Serge
come to the United States to present their book, in view of a possible translation in English.
After the cocktail, the management of the Cité de la Mer invited us to a private tour of the
premises including the beautifully restored departures and customs halls of the old Cherbourg
transatlantic terminal. A personalized visit of the decommissioned French nuclear submarine Le
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Redoutable was also kindly arranged. Our guide, Michel Chapron, a highly skilled diver who at
one time worked on this submarine, provided us with a wealth of information and operational
details seldom given to ordinary visitors. The following day, the newspapers Ouest France and
La Presse de la Manche published several pages on the commemoration ceremony. This had an
unexpected repercussion on Serge’s business. The publicized event and the CHAB’s presence in
Cherbourg allowed him to negotiate a new amount of his book to the gift shop of the Cité de la
Mer and other downtown bookstores.
Once again, many thanks to Ulane Bonnel for having introduced us to this first great
historical commemoration of the Civil War in Europe. We also extend our appreciation to the
team of the Cité de la Mer for their kindness every time we drop by.
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J-C Janssens, S. Noirsain, H. Leroy and U. Bonnel at
the Cité de la Mer, before the inauguration ceremony
ceremony

Opening speech of Bernard Cauvin, president of the Cité
de la Mer. Center, Ulane Bonnel and right, Oliver Semmes

Ulane Bonnel and Linda Miller unveil the commemorative
plaque located in front of the Blakely gun of the Alabama

B. Cauvin and B. Cazeneuve examine the plaque that
stipulates that Cherbourg is an official site of the Civil War

U. Bonnel, surrounded by B. Cauvin and O. Semmes, thanks
those involved in salvaging parts of the wreck of the Alabama

Linda Miller, representative of the “Civil
War Preservation Trust”, takes the stand

Ulane Bonnel, Bernard Cazeneuve, Bernard Cauvin, Linda
Miller and Oliver Semmes in front of the gun of the Alabama

Edmond Semmes and his father Oliver, the ancestor
of the commander of the Alabama, with Hubert Leroy

(Photos Gerald Hawkins & Hubert Leroy)
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Next to J-C. Janssens, S. Noirsain presents his book to
Eric Svane, an American journalist working in France

Oliver Semmes and Serge Noirsain pose for the
camera after the official commemoration speeches

Gerald Hawkins, Hubert Leroy, Oliver Semmes,
Serge Noirsain and Jean-Claude Janssens

H. Leroy, J-C. Janssens and S. Noirsain with Bruno Duclos, the
commander of the “Circe”, who discovered the Alabama’s wreck

Serge Noirsain presents to Linda Miller his book on
the European fleet of the Southern Confederacy

H. Leroy, S. Noirsain, U. Bonnel, G. Hawkins and J-C. Janssens
in the renovated departure hall of the old transatlantic terminal

S. Noirsain, P. Chapron, B. Cauvin, G. Hawkins, H. Leroy and
J-C. Janssens during the cocktail that followed the ceremony

The four CHAB representatives having dinner in a
nice Cherbourg restaurant after the day’s emotions

(Photos Gerald Hawkins & Hubert Leroy)

